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Name: _____________                           Date: _____________ 

 

English Revision Test – November  
 

1. Comprehension:  The Lost Puppy 

One day, Emily found a lost puppy under a tree. The puppy was 

small and white. It had black spots. Emily and her parents tried 

to find the puppy’s owner. They looked everywhere, but they 

could not find the owner. Emily’s parents said she could keep the puppy. 

Emily named it Spot because it had lots of spots. Spot slept in a basket in 

Emily’s room. Emily loved Spot. There was only one problem, Spot wanted 

to play all the time. When Emily wanted to read, Spot barked and chewed 

on the book. When Emily was doing homework, Spot stole her pencil. But 

Emily solved the problem. Emily played with Spot. She threw a ball, and 

Spot chased it. Spot played so much that it got tired. Spot slept in its 

basket. While Spot slept, Emily did her homework and she read her book. 

When Spot woke up, Emily played with it again.  

 

A. Choose the correct word.   ( 6 marks ) 

1. The puppy was (big, fat, small) and (brown, white, grey). 

2. Emily and her parents tried to find the puppy’s (mum, owner, hat). 

3. Spot slept in a (basket, box, kennel) in Emily’s room. 

4. Spot wanted to (drink, sleep, play) all the time. 

5. When Emily was doing homework, Spot stole her (pencil, toys, bag). 
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B. Answer the questions about Spot.   ( 6 marks ) 

1. Who found Spot? 

a. Emily found Spot. 

b. The dog catcher found Spot. 

c. Grandma found Spot. 

d. A little boy found Spot. 

2. What was Emily’s problem with Spot? 

a. Spot wanted to sleep on Emily’s bed. 

b. Spot slept all the time. 

c. Spot wanted to play all the time. 

d. Spot wanted to eat all the time. 

3. How did Emily solve the problem? 

a. She found Spot’s owner. 

b. She played with Spot. 

c. She did not do her homework. 

d. She went to another room. 

 

C.  Answer the questions.  ( 8 marks ) 

1. Where did Emily find the lost puppy? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

2.  What colour were the spots on the puppy? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

3. Why did Emily name the puppy Spot? 

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 

4. What did Spot want to do all the time? 

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 
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2. Grammar and Language 

 
 

 

 

 1. maria gabriel and stephen are going to australia 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

2.  stop that right now 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

3. when are you going to the cinema 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

4. i bought a rubber ruler a pencil and a pen. 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

5. I want to go to the party said sally 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

    Common Nouns 

___________________________

___________________________ 

___________________________

___________________________

__________________________ 

 

Proper Nouns 

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________ 

A. Add all the missing punctuation marks.                       (10marks) 

B. Arrange the words in the box, under Common Nouns or Proper Nouns. (10 marks) 

book, pen, Martin, chicken, London, Valletta, phone, Jill, bridge, Dino. 
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1. My father bought a new car 

 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Miley Cyrus is my favourite actress. 

 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

3. My brother and I like to play football. 

 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Peter and Anna love their new teacher. 

 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

5. My dog is very naughty. 

 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

Singular Plural Singular Plural 

church  thief  

box  lady  

baby  book  

rabbit  brush  

shelf  bunch  

 

C.  Rewrite the sentences using a pronoun.                                  (10 marks) 

 

D.  Write the plurals of these words.                                                         (10 marks) 
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1. book, pencil, pen, schoolbag     

___________________________________________________________ 

2. bird, cat, crocodile, hen             

___________________________________________________________ 

3. clock, card, cube, chair             

___________________________________________________________ 

4. boat, ship, cruise, chimney       

___________________________________________________________ 

5. bag, bird, bee, pony                  

___________________________________________________________ 

 

1. The woman is baking a loaf of bread.     

___________________________________________________________ 

2. The driver is near the bus.             

___________________________________________________________ 

3. The chef is chopping a potato.             

___________________________________________________________ 

4. The wolf is running after the sheep.       

___________________________________________________________ 

5. I washed my foot.             

___________________________________________________________ 

 

E.  Write the words in alphabetical order.                                                         (10 marks) 

 

F.  Write these sentences in the plural.                                                         (10 marks) 

 


